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Lord Mayor’s Foreword
Newcastle is a vibrant city infused with culture. From
our leading cultural institutions to the many arts
organisations and creative businesses, there is much
to be excited about.
Newcastle City Council both values and celebrates
our cultural life. Through culture and the creative
arts, we tell our city's story, share our history and
understand our shared identity.

It prioritises our actions and resources and in doing
so assists our local arts communities in their planning
processes.
The opportunity to participate in cultural activity, as
audience or creator, is very special. I look forward to
seeing this strategy brought to life to make a positive
impact throughout our community.

Events, festivals, markets, exhibitions and
performances are all part of our cultural fabric and
contribute to our wellbeing as well as the city's
social and economic vibrancy. Council's cultural
facilities play a significant role in leading this activity,
including Newcastle Art Gallery, Newcastle Museum,
Civic Theatre, Newcastle Region Library, City Hall and
Fort Scratchley.
The Cultural Strategy 2016-2019 addresses Council's
role and participation with the community in
supporting and developing a thriving creative culture.
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Councillor Nuatali Nelmes
LORD MAYOR OF NEWCASTLE

INTERIM CEO'S Foreword
A dynamic, vibrant culture and thriving creative arts
scene are contributors to the economic success of
many cities. From local dance schools through to
major touring events, arts and culture generates
business and opportunity for Newcastle.
The Cultural Strategy 2016-2019 not only provides
a platform for us to articulate priorities but is also a
document from which we can more ambitiously plan
for the future.
Through consultation in the development of this
strategy, the community told us they look to
Newcastle City Council to provide a vision for culture
in which they can participate. This strategy provides
that long-term vision, it is not a 'one off' but part of a
continuum in good planning both by and for the city.
We will implement it within the context of our fouryear delivery program and commitment to financial
sustainability, with strategic investment in the growth
of Newcastle's cultural and creative economy.

I share with you the enjoyment of experiencing the
cultural life that Newcastle has to offer. This strategy
presents Council's commitment to growing the city's
cultural profile and enhancing opportunities for
residents and visitors to experience and participate
in its exciting cultural future.

Frank Cordingley
INTERIM CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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Background
Newcastle is home to artists, galleries, museums,
theatres, creative enterprises, arts organisations,
cultural education providers, cultural collections
and a community that embraces cultural expression.
The Cultural Strategy (2016-2019) is a four year framework
detailing the priorities for Council’s investment in arts
and culture in Newcastle. While a living document, it
serves as a planning tool defining the key priorities and
actions that collectively provide a strategic direction and
define Council’s role in culture and positions it to meet
the cultural needs of the city in a targeted and strategic
manner.
This Strategy expands on the cultural components of the
integrated Newcastle 2030: Community Strategic Plan
and outlines Council’s cultural actions that will contribute
to delivering the overall vision for Newcastle 2030.

The Cultural Strategy:
• guides the strategic development of culture in
Newcastle
• directs Council’s resource investment in cultural
projects, programs and services and for 2016-2019

Caring and Inclusive Community
• Active and healthy communities with physical, mental
and spiritual wellbeing
• A creative, culturally rich and vibrant community

Liveable and Distinctive Built Environment
• A built environment that maintains and enhances our
sense of identity

Smart and Innovative City
• A culture that supports and encourages innovation and
creativity at all levels
• A thriving community that attracts people to live, work,
invest and visit
The Cultural Strategy sits alongside a suite of intersecting
planning documents that are connected by the CSP and
guide Council services in specific focus areas. These
documents include:

• makes transparent Council’s strategic direction
to enable public and private partnership in
strengthening and growing Newcastle’s cultural
vibrancy

• Access and Inclusion Strategy (pending)

• supports Council to fulfil its role as a cultural leader,
managing the city’s major cultural institutions and
participating in the city’s cultural life

• Newcastle Economic Development Strategy 2015
(pending)

• is intended to be actioned within the context of
Council's Long Term Financial Plan.

• Social Strategy 2016-2020 (pending)

Newcastle 2030: Community Strategic Plan (CSP) focuses
on seven strategic directions, of which four directly look to
culture to deliver outcomes. The Cultural Strategy connects
the aspirations of the cultural institutions and services of
Council within the overarching context of the CSP and its
cultural, community and capacity building objectives.

Vibrant and Activated Public Places
• Public places that provide for diverse activity and
strengthen our social connections
• Culture, heritage and place are valued, shared and
celebrated

• Newcastle Destination Management Plan 2013
• Reconciliation Action Plan 2015

• Heritage Strategy 2013-2017
• Night time Economy: Newcastle After Dark 20162020 (pending)
• Multicultural Strategy 2016-2020 (pending)
The importance of partnering with our community,
engaging with our audiences, embracing diversity and
ideas and supporting our artists and practitioners,
are fundamental to contributing to the overall
vision for Newcastle being a smart, liveable and
sustainable city. In setting a cultural strategy,
Newcastle is working towards making culture
intrinsic to the city and valued for its contribution
to people’s wellbeing, the city’s identity and its
economic, educational and tourism values.

• Safe and activated places that are used by people day
and night
Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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Newcastle’s culture
"The culture of the city is
about the people."
Bob Cook
President, Newcastle Industrial Heritage Association
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Our culture informs our way of life. It is the means by which
a society offers meaning and expresses its collective identity.
Culture is informed by our history and our environment and
reflects our behaviours, beliefs and values. By telling our
stories, we make sense of the place in which we live.
Newcastle has an energetic culture informed by its
remarkable and diverse natural environment, its rich
Aboriginal heritage, its convict history and industrial
foundations.
The Awabakal and Worimi peoples are acknowledged
as the traditional custodians of the land and waters of
Newcastle. Aboriginal people lived a very rich and vibrant
existence in and around Muloobinba (Newcastle) and
Coquun (the Hunter River) before white settlement.
Marine life and bush tucker ensured food was abundant.
Ceremonies and feasting were times for meeting new
people, sharing resources and trading implements with
inland clans. Shell middens at Meekarlba (Honeysuckle) and
a tool making site at Pillapay Kullaitaran (Glenrock Lagoon)
are remnants of those gatherings.1
Newcastle’s natural landscape features known sacred sites
including Whibayganba (Nobbys Headland). The dreaming
tells of a notorious kangaroo that jumped from Tahlbihn
Point, now known as Fort Scratchley, to the safety of
Whibayganba. The kangaroo remains hidden in the island,
occasionally thumping its tail and making the land tremble,
explaining the region’s earthquake activity.
Coal was an important part of the local Aboriginal economy
and culture for thousands of years before the establishment
of Newcastle as a penal settlement in 1804 and Australia’s
first privately-owned coal mine in 1828. The city is largely
defined by its rich industrial history that is showcased today
through its iconic architecture such as the warehouses,
railway workshops, tram sheds and historic homes built for
the city’s industrialists. From its convict beginnings, revealed
through the colonial artist Joseph Lycett, the city has
continuously used culture as a platform for expression.
Today, Lonely Planet promotes Newcastle as ‘punching
well above its weight. Superb surf beaches, historical
architecture and a sun-drenched climate are only part
of the city’s charm. There is fine dining, hip bars, quirky
boutiques, and a diverse arts scene.’ The city is evolving
from its industrial past and moving to celebrate its beaches,
lifestyle, sporting life, working harbour and history.2
Council owns and manages the city’s key cultural
institutions: Newcastle Region Library, Newcastle Art
Gallery, Newcastle Museum, Civic Theatre and Playhouse.
It is also the custodian of the city’s iconic collections of
arts, artefacts and archives, many of which hold the stories
of the city’s history. They represent specialised interests
and passions and contribute to knowledge, research and
a wider cultural conversation which is integral to the city's
arts and cultural vibrancy. Beyond the built infrastructure

and collections, the institutions are enlivened by events,
public programs, exhibitions, performances and functions.
More importantly they perform a role in fostering and
sustaining a vibrant and healthy community, contributing to
knowledge and life-long learning and stimulating creativity
and innovation.
The city’s educational facilities are prominent and
include strong research capabilities. The Hunter School
of the Performing Arts is the only wholly selective public
performing arts school in NSW and the Wollotuka Institute
is the Australian leader in Indigenous education. The art
schools of the Hunter TAFE and the University of Newcastle
have a long history of seeding prominent artists. The
University is rapidly growing a platform for education and
research in the creative industries which complements the
city’s growing cohort of innovators. Co-working spaces such
as The Production Hub and INNX are rising to the need to
connect and incubate creative entrepreneurs, while Renew
Newcastle has long supported the vital need for space by
artists and practitioners.
It is noted the city’s small to medium not-for-profit arts
sector, typically the industry’s innovators and the backbone
of artist development, has suffered a sustained lack of
funding. Still, this group, including Tantrum Youth Arts,
Octapod, Hunter Writers Centre and Newcastle Youth
Orchestra, provide a valuable contribution to sustaining
the city’s culture. This is increasingly complemented by
The Lock-Up which is now focussed on contemporary and
experimental practice.
History and heritage are vital contributors to the cultural
conversation of who we are as a society. It is not possible to
see change and identity without knowing where we have
come from. There is a vibrant community of 47 volunteer
initiated museums, keeping places and galleries within
Newcastle and the Hunter supported by membership
organisations such as Museums Australia Hunter Chapter
and Heritage Hunter. Fort Scratchley is a heritage site
of national significance maintained by Council however
interpreted by an enthusiastic volunteer force. The highlight
of the three local National Trust properties, Miss Porters'
House, is a remarkable example of ordinary Newcastle life in
the early 20th century, while The Maritime Centre's diverse
collection reflects the importance of maritime history to the
cultural life of Newcastle.
The reputation for the city’s culture outside of Newcastle
is very strong. The roll call of artists connected to the
city and who continue to have a cultural footprint are as
diverse as William Dobell, John Olsen, Margaret Olley, John
Bell, Marion Halligan, Jonathan Biggins, Nick Enright, Roy
Slaven, Sandman, Nigel Milsom, Tap Dogs, Silverchair and
The Castanet Club. Whether it is the laid-back lifestyle, the
extraordinary natural environment, the pub culture or the
openness of Newcastle audiences, Newcastle has a dynamic
cultural identity with significant community aspirations.

Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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The context
In 2011, 30.8% of people
were attending an educational

The wider Newcastle metropolitan area is the largest
regional centre in NSW and the second largest noncapital urban centre in Australia. Newcastle itself is
recognised as the service and administrative centre for
the Hunter region.

institution of which 31.8%, a
significantly high proportion, were
engaged in tertiary education.3

In 2011 Newcastle had a population
of 148,531 people, compared to

541,950 people in the Hunter region,

of which the breakdown of males to
females was

49.2% to 50.8%.3

Around half of Newcastle’s jobs are filled by people
living outside of the Newcastle local government area.
The forecast for Newcastle’s population in 2026 is

169,205 people. 5

Newcastle is now an evolving postindustrial city and this is reflected
in changing employment patterns.
While Newcastle has an industry
base with specialisations in heavy
engineering, defence and aerospace,
education and health are the largest
employers. It also has significant
knowledge industries and is the
regional hub for government
and business services.

14.8% of Newcastle’s population is youth
aged 15-24 years, 2.6% is Aboriginal

The tourism sector is growing.
At 2012 year end, Newcastle

and Torres Strait Islander Peoples
and 12.4% are multicultural or born
overseas.3

received

962,000 domestic

overnight visitors.6

The median age of the population
is 37 years.3
The three largest ancestries in Newcastle are
Australian, English and Irish. During the period

89% of Australians agree the arts

2006 - May 2015 a total of 5,939 people
migrated to Newcastle from overseas of which

are an important part of education

51.2%,
Family 37% and Humanitarian 11.7%.5

themselves

the migration streams included Skilled

2,609,000 day visitors and
75,300 international visitors.
The visitor economy comprises 35%

24%
22% leisure, 10% events.6

visiting friends and relatives,
business,

79% of people living in Newcastle feel
somewhat or strongly welcome and
connected within the local community.7

62% of respondents said they
volunteered in some capacity and 19%
volunteered for cultural and art related activities.7
Newcastle people attend cultural events and activity
more than the national average.8
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National statistics indicate:
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48% of Australians are creating art
90% agree that Indigenous arts are
an important part of Australian culture
85% of Australians believe the arts
make for a richer and more
meaningful life.8

91% actively participated in some form of cultural
activity including using a library, reading, online
gaming and social sites, visual arts, cultural events,
collecting, craftwork, live performances, writing
and performing arts.7
95% attend cultural events7 or
venues in Newcastle which is higher
than the national average of 86%.8

In the May 2015 Interim Report on The Creative Industries
in Newcastle McIntyre, Balnaves, Kerrigan, Williams and
King comment, ‘the creative industries in the Newcastle
LGA are active and complex... It has a dedicated visual
and performing arts sector, a vibrant popular music scene,
world class writers and journalists, a well established
media, nationally recognised fashion houses, a strong
advertising and design culture and internationally
competetive architectural firms. Allen Consulting in
their report to the University of Newcastle (2013) also
indicated, contrary to claims otherwise, that all facets of
the creative industries are represented in the Newcastle
and Hunter... Many of these sectors are mature and
established in the city while others are emergent.’
The Report continues, ‘Innovative activity occurs in
Newcastle via a creative system in action... This ecosystem
includes not only the individuals themselves, but

also the broader society and the culture they exist in,
which includes the policy and business context, social
networks and support agencies, training organisations
that disseminate the necessary domain knowledge,
the patronage supplied by funding opportunities, the
availability of necessary technologies and the challenges
and opportunities they each present.’
‘The creative Industries, individuals and groups in
Newcastle are not simply, if at all, outposts of Sydney
or other organisations but are often intimately
tied together as local friends and business people
who are connected nationally and internationally.
They are all capable, to greater or lesser degree, of
drawing on these national or international resources
when necessary and many emerging players use
local collaborative spaces designed to encourage
collaboration and innovation.’ 9

"The character of Newcastle is changing. The city is really becoming
Australia’s creative capital. My experience of the city is lots of people
with great energy and great ideas. I’m excited about the future of
Newcastle, by people who are progressive and creative and forging
a way forward that is new."
Gavin Banks
Creative Director, Good Eye Deer Productions

Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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Why is Council
in the business
of Culture?
Council’s role in culture is multi-faceted. In Newcastle, it
is the owner and manager of the city’s four major cultural
institutions – Newcastle Art Gallery, Newcastle Region
Library, Civic Theatre and Newcastle Museum. These
institutions are businesses in their own right, creating
and presenting programming and competing to attract
audiences and generate income to contribute to their
sustainability.
Council is custodian of major architectural assets of the
city including the Civic Theatre, City Hall, the railway
workshops housing Newcastle Museum, Fort Scratchley
and Shepherds Hill Cottage, in addition to significant
parkland and reserves such as King Edward Park, Civic
Park and Blackbutt Reserve.
Council is also custodian of major collections of works
of art, objects and artefacts. Newcastle Art Gallery holds
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a collection of over 6,150 works of art and is arguably
the finest in regional Australia. The collection presents a
comprehensive overview of Australian art from colonial
times to the present day including three of only four oil
paintings in existence by convict artist Joseph Lycett.
Newcastle Museum holds a broad collection of over 11,000
objects that help tell the diverse stories of Newcastle
from fossils to industrial machinery like the BHP ladle,
to nationally significant objects from sporting greats,
the comprehensive collection of the Royal Newcastle
Hospital, the St Augustine’s pipe organ and The Buck
steam engine. The Local Studies Library of Newcastle
Region Library has the largest Local Studies collection in
NSW outside the State Library and contains historical and
contemporary materials encompassing all aspects of life
in the Hunter region. The Library is the archival repository
for the records of Newcastle City Council and also holds

"The role of Council
is not to be ‘big brother’
but rather to open
up and dismantle
road blocks to allow
things to happen.
Cross-disciplinary
engagement – art
engaging with music,
science, engineering –
so we encourage
and open things up
to all cultures."
Frank Millward
Head of Creative Arts,
University of Newcastle

other significant collections from public institutions,
private companies and individuals. As custodians of
such nationally and culturally significant holdings,
Council’s role includes preserving these collections and
providing access to them both in Newcastle and beyond
through loans programs with other galleries, libraries and
museums nationally.
Council’s responsibilities for culture have evolved over
time. In establishing a focussed strategy for developing
culture in Newcastle it is important to articulate the
core responsibilities of Council and its reasons for its
commitment which are to:
•   help sustain a vibrant and healthy community
through expression and engagement in culture
• c
 ontribute to improving educational outcomes and
life-long learning

• s timulate creativity and capture its economic value in
new industries and jobs
• protect and reflect our identity
• develop tourism
Our responsibility to our community is to represent
its diversity and reflect and protect its identity. Our
responsibility to our diverse audiences is to ensure they
see quality programming that connects them locally
and nationally. We have a responsibility to our creators,
creative entrepreneurs and cultural facilitators to ensure
they have the best opportunity to live and practice in
Newcastle while being connected to their national and
international sector. And our responsibility is to our city
and its current and future economic sustainability for
which culture performs a vital role.

Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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Summary of consultation
A series of 11 individual and six group consultations were
held during March – May 2015 with audiences, artists
and creative practitioners, historians, academics and
key stakeholders. Overall, just over 250 people actively
participated in the development of this strategy of
which 80% were drawn from our community. These
consultations had the strategic intent of informing the
priority areas for culture in Newcastle.
Overwhelmingly the consultations highlighted the depth
to which the people of Newcastle are committed to the
city and want to see increased expression of the city's
identity and history through storytelling, programming
and events.
There is strong awareness of the collections held by
Newcastle Art Gallery, Newcastle Region Library and
Newcastle Museum and the community wants greater
access to these collections, in particular the Newcastle Art
Gallery collection. The call from stakeholders and audience
of the Newcastle Art Gallery for a redevelopment to
expand the existing gallery remains strong.
While there is an expectation that programming will
be brought into the city from other places, Newcastle
residents strongly desire to see national and international
exhibitions and performances presented in their city.
However, the sense is that the value placed on locally
produced programming is less than that placed on
in-bound programming. Our community wants to see
locally produced works and believes this programming
contributes to building Newcastle’s identity as well as our
artists and creative practitioners being respected and
supported beyond Newcastle.
The lack of sustainability for the small to medium arts
and cultural sector of Newcastle is of concern to the local
arts industry and there is urgency in the call for increased
support and linkages with Council. This support is seen
as directly linked to developing our artists and creative
practitioners and enabling their sustainability. A lack of
rehearsal space and a contemporary performance space
was specifically identified as impacting on the performing
arts sector.
There is a call for increased engagement with local
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and for
the city to look forward with our first peoples to build
positive and strong cultural relationships and tell the
stories of our city.
Newcastle embraces the outdoors and a consistent
theme was a desire to see more event programming
and more outdoor experiences in celebration of the
city including enhancing space through public art.
The need for more, or less, festival programming was
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a reoccurring theme. When unpacked, there is a view
that there are a lot of disparate arts events presented in
Newcastle and there is potential value in bringing them
together with some meaning and vision.
The consultations identified that there is a relatively low
awareness of what’s being presented across the city by
both Council managed and independent institutions and
organisations. In addition there is a lack of awareness
of existing Council services to the sector. This indicates
a need for increased and integrated promotion and
audience engagement strategies.
Digital media is identified as offering opportunities for
presentation and promotional platforms, and a gateway
to the city's future.
Recognised is the need to create opportunities for young
people to better participate in and present cultural work.
This is central to growing and diversifying our audiences
and will require a greater diversity of programming forms.
Digital platforms play a role in engaging this audience.
There is a call for increased cultural leadership from
Council, including quality programming, partnerships and
advocacy. Connectivity between both Council managed
and independent organisations and institutions, in relation
to programming, promotion and resource sharing, was
seen as being vital. Specifically, most people believed
that increased connection between Council managed
institutions was of benefit to Newcastle.
It is believed that streamlining and simplifying Council’s
communications systems and processes will benefit
the cultural industries in Newcastle. The message is that
there is a willingness to contribute and invest in the
culture of the city in all its forms but roadblocks need
to be removed and it needs to be easier to collaborate
with Council.
Overwhelmingly the people of Newcastle love their city
and want to see it rise to meet its cultural potential.
From the consultations, Council’s priorities for the next
four years have been identified.
1. Increase focus on Newcastle’s identity and stories
2. Increase access to Newcastle Art Gallery collection
3. Increase collaboration with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples
4. Increase engagement with young people (16-30 years)
5. Increase use of digital platforms
6. Increase collaboration with local artists and
practitioners

"Open the doors and let people see behind
the scenes, this will help the community to
feel proud of its collections."
Catherine Croll
Artist Facilitator

Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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"Shining a spotlight on local talent should
be a priority."
Rosemarie Milsom
Director, Newcastle Writers Festival
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A 10 year
vision for
culture in
Newcastle
Culture is an intrinsic part of Newcastle,
valued for its contribution to people’s
life-long learning and wellbeing, as
well as the city’s identity and economy.
Our Council’s institutions are dynamic,
responsive and evolving through
programming, partnership and leadership.
What can be achieved locally, working
collaboratively, is significant. Our audiences
embrace risk. Our building and collection
assets are being preserved through
knowledge, display and investment.
Artists and practitioners want to live and
practice in Newcastle. Newcastle is a
cultural destination.
The city wants to make a positive impact on its culture that
results in:
•

Newcastle audiences being a respected partner in our
culture, owning and celebrating cultural expression that
captivates and enriches them

•

Newcastle audiences seeing great works that are
relevant, distinctive, stimulate the imagination and
reflect our stories and the diversity and complexity of
contemporary life

•

Newcastle being a vibrant society that embraces dynamic
social and cultural conversation and values diversity and
new ideas

•

Newcastle continuing its history of seeding and supporting
artists and practitioners that influence creative practice,
benefit the community and contribute to innovation and
new ideas and benefits creative business activity.*

These cultural impacts and the strategies and actions to
achieve them serve as a vital component to strengthening
Newcastle’s cultural foundation and are necessary to
meeting our 10 year vision.
*The impact statements have been informed by research undertaken by the
Australia Council for the Arts.10

Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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Strategies
and actions
Cultural Impact

Newcastle audiences are a respected partner in our culture,
owning and celebrating cultural expression that captivates and
enriches them.
Strategies

Actions

1 Embrace digital platforms to broaden
audiences for culture

2 Increase connection between
Council's cultural institutions for
the benefit of moving and building
audiences

2016

2017

2018

2019

1 .1 Establish a digital strategy with a
view to broadening and deepening
audience engagement

Establish strategy
and prioritise digital
platforms including
Newcastle Art Gallery
website







1 .2 Include a cultural project in the
suite of Smart City Initiative pilot
projects

Identify and initiate
project







2.1 Present one collaborative
cross-institution project per year
commencing 2017

N/A



































2.2 Leverage Creative City newsletter
to create an enhanced promotional
platform for what’s on in Newcastle
and stimulate audience engagement
and response
3 Diversify public programs to support
the development of new audiences
and new programming experiences

3.1 Commencing 2017 create a program
of enhanced audience experiences
promoted to stimulate and engage
new markets

4 Maintain the existing valued
audience for cultural institutions

4.1 Engage with benefactors and major
stakeholders through special events

5 Increase focus on young people
(16-30)

5.1 Actively invest in programming
and communications targeted to
young people
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Research and trial
ideas in preparation
for program launch
for 2017

Cultural Impact

Newcastle deserves to see great works that are relevant,
distinctive, stimulate the imagination and reflect our stories
and the diversity and complexity of contemporary life.
Strategies

Actions

6 Expose local stories, both historic
and contemporary, through cultural
programming and build Newcastle’s
cultural identity

6.1 Establish local stories and cultural
identity as a criteria for the selection of
cultural programming across Council

7 Grow the city’s identity via its
collections of art and artefacts, local
history and architecture

7.1 Establish a digital strategy to
expand the audience reach for the
city’s cultural collections or cultural
assets and enable and complement
cross-council initiatives
7.2 Allocate public programming
resources to increase access to the
city’s cultural collections beyond public
display, and reveal the city’s history to
local and in-bound audiences
7.3 Leverage the city’s cultural assets
to generate educational programming

8 Enhance Newcastle’s public space
through public art

8.1 Re-establish a public art program
based on Council endorsed policy

2016

2017

2018

2019





















Prepare a targeted
suite of educational
programs based on
Newcastle Art Gallery,
Newcastle Museum
and Newcastle Region
Library Local Studies
collections







Establish a program
of works including
maintenance and
lighting of existing
works as well as
establish a framework
for stimulating new
works

















Establish strategy
and prioritise digital
platforms including
Newcastle Art Gallery
website



9 Ensure Newcastle audiences have
access to a diverse range of exhibitions
and works of high quality

9.1 Maintain a balance of programming
targeted to a breadth of audience
demographics including works of new
and emerging thinking, forms and
technology

10 Partner with Newcastle’s small to
medium not-for-profit arts and
cultural organisations in growing
arts and culture in the city

10.1 Establish up to five programming
partnerships of three year terms with
key programming deliverables for the
city

Design program and
establish a policy
for programming
partnerships to be
identified through
an EOI process and
managed across three
years with annual
deliverables

11 Redevelop Newcastle Art Gallery
to enable the breadth of exhibition,
learning and community potential
of a contemporary Gallery with a
collection of the size and scope of
Newcastle Art Gallery

11.1 Re-establish planning for the
expansion of Newcastle Art Gallery

Establish plan and
funding model. Action
to be determined by
feasibility study



Commence
three year
programming
partnerships

Cultural Strategy 2016 – 2019
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Cultural Impact

Newcastle is a vibrant society that embraces dynamic social and
cultural conversation and values diversity and new ideas.
Strategies

Actions

12 Increase engagement with local
Aboriginal community

12.1 Establish reference group of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to advise
on cultural programming development

12.2 Increase programming of works by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

2016
Engage advisor to
lead conversations
with community
on the design of
the model for the
Reference Group and
its implementation



2017

2018

2019



















Implement
Reference
Group



12.3 Establish a permanent display with
Newcastle Museum telling local Aboriginal
history
12.4 Investigate the establishment of an
Indigenous garden or trail as a cultural
site embracing community, learning and
reconciliation

13 Build cultural tourism by
presenting events that celebrate
the city and contribute to its
identity

14 Increase outdoor programming
and programming in nontraditional spaces

13.1 Expose local stories through cultural
programming and build Newcastle’s
cultural identity
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Action to be
determined by
business plan



13.2 Increase Council sponsorship
investment in cultural events

Review criteria for
sponsorship in relation
to cultural events and
identify strategies to
support their success







13.3 Target 2020 to present a major
community cultural event to celebrate the
city

Produce a project
plan identifying
partnerships,
development and
presentation funds







13.4 Re-establish planning for the
expansion of Newcastle Art Gallery

Establish plan and
funding model. Action
to be determined by
feasibility study









Establish a program
of works including
maintenance and
lighting to highlight
existing works as well
establishing framework
for commissioning new
works







14.1 Produce a how-to guide to support
the community to access public space and
present outdoor events
14.2 Re-establish a public art program
based on Council endorsed policy

15 Advocate to Urban Growth for
the inclusion of an arts space in
their development plans for the
city.

Secure necessary
partnerships and
explore sites

14.3 Consider contemporary models for a
library and information social space

Action to be
determined by
business plan

15.1 Explore opportunity for a
contemporary arts space to be included in
city revitalisation plans addressing need
for housing for small to medium sector,
rehearsal space and presentation of
contemporary work.

Initiate discussion.
Action to be
determined by
potential interest

Cultural Impact

Newcastle continues its history of seeding and supporting artists
and practitioners that influence creative practice, benefit the
community and contribute to innovation and new ideas and
benefits creative business activity.
Strategies

Actions

2016

2017

16 Increase support for, and
engagement with, local artists,
innovative thinkers, academic creatives
and cultural practitioners

16.1 Support development of artists
and practitioners through mentoring
and professional placements

Establish a Newcastle
Art Gallery Youth
Reference Group
comprising of tertiary
students and emerging
artists focussing on
both practice and
audience development

Establish a
formal program
of mentoring
and professional
practice
across cultural
institutions

16.2 Increase opportunities for local
artists and practitioners to present
work



16.3 Employ local artists and
practitioners as speakers, curators and
workshop facilitators



16.4 Establish program for tertiary
students in cultural disciplines and
professional practitioners, to view
ticketed programming at reduced
prices

17 Streamline and make consistent
access to support and resources

17.1 Improve Council’s communications
with the local cultural industry and
ensure it is consistent and timely to
ensure access to opportunities

Design program and
present for approval
as part of 2016/17
Fees and Charges for
commencement July
2016



17.2 Review access and use of
community halls and public space for
arts and culture to determine whether
there is greater potential to support
cultural practitioners and creative
entrepreneurs

Undertake review

17.3 Map the frequency and diversity
of use of community venues for
cultural activities to measure the value
delivered to community

Undertake review

17.4 Take a leadership role in facilitating
sharing of resources

Design methodology
for identifying and
promoting resources
available across the
city to support cultural
practitioners

2018

2019

































Implement
resource
sharing
program
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Thank you
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Attachment B: Summary of Submissions.
63 submissions from individuals and cultural organisations in Newcastle were received.
Following is an overview of the feedback to the Cultural Strategy (Draft August 2015) 2016-2019
grouped together by theme together with Council’s response. All submissions addressed multiple
matters as the draft Cultural Strategy addresses the breadth of Council’s participation in arts and
culture including the place we hold in the wider community as a partner, stakeholder, institution
owner and manager, program generator and presenter.
Reference

5456001
5467353
5479318
5481880
5493659
5493661
5493662
5487826
5490862
5491091
5489266
OT2015/00010
StP2015/00003
StP2015/00004
CF2015/00034
CF2015/00008
CF2015/00016
CF2015/00017
CF2015/00018
CF2015/00020
CF2015/00023
CF2015/00024
CF2015/00025
CF2015/00027
CF2015/00028

Summary of Submission
Comment/Proposed Response.
1. Support for the Cultural Strategy
25 respondents expressed general support for the Cultural Strategy.
We note and welcome these comments as
• Draft strategy provides a path
endorsement for the process and
towards achieving a positive
outcomes for the Cultural Strategy.
approach.
• Respondent attended a
consultation and sees most
recommendations in the draft
strategy.
• Strategy addresses key issues
such as funding and coordinated
specialist support.
• Many worthwhile cultural
priorities in the draft Cultural
Strategy.
• The draft cultural strategy has
many excellent ambitions; it is
easy to understand and
congratulates Council.
• Glad to be part of a consultation
and have the opportunity to
further comment.
• Support the draft Cultural
Strategy as it includes all
aspects of cultural activity and
life that contributes to social and
civic capital.
• The draft strategy is a positive
step and the respondent
organisation was pleased to be
consulted.
• Positive document that
demonstrates commitment to
culture and vibrancy of
Newcastle.
• Congratulations on the strategy,
it will help in achieving the vision
of a smart, creative city.
• Notes the impact statements as
commitment to intentions.
• Supports the adoption of the
cultural strategy.
• Support the priority for increased
engagement with young people.

1

Reference

Summary of Submission
• Support addressing cultural
heritage and working towards
continued growth in the sector.
• Support the strategy and noting
the value of culture for both
lifestyle and economic value.
• Support the cultural strategy and
congratulate Council on the
document to better place the city
and region in the future.
• Support the draft strategy, noting
the priority areas and
comprehensive vision that
includes partnerships with notfor-profits and expansion of the
Gallery.
• Support the inclusion of
advocacy for arts infrastructure
and making the process of
working with Council easier.
• Support a broader vision for the
community and private
enterprises involvement.
• Support the draft Cultural
Strategy which is based on
thorough consultation and
research and reflects
contemporary thinking about the
role of local government as
cultural leader, facilitator and
supporter.
• Endorse the strategy as a
necessary document and notes
the strategic alignment between
the strategy and Newcastle
Community Arts Centre mission.
• Supports Council's commitment
to Newcastle being a vibrant and
active city, and Liz Burcham in
the role of Cultural Director.
• Supports the development and
implementation of the cultural
strategy and notes strategic
alignment with Octapod's
strategic plan.
• The submission notes several
actions and plans by the
Newcastle Maritime Centre that
are strategically consistent with
the draft Cultural Strategy.
• Sees the draft Cultural Strategy
as contributing to a vibrant
cultural scene and a supportive

2

Comment/Proposed Response.

Reference

5456436
5450675
5456001
5479318
5481880
5481882
5481883
5481884
5481885
5481886
5481887
5481880
5482421
5483328
5484328
5483325
5484826
5493660
5493661
CF2015/00038
CF2015/00036
5491091
5489582
5489266
CF2015/00037
5485425
OT2015/00007
OT2015/00010
CF2015/00001
CF2015/00002
CF2015/00003
CF2015/00004
CF2015/00006
CF2015/00013
CF2015/00014
CF2015/00015
CF2015/00019
CF2015/00024
CF2015/00026
CF2015/00029
CF2015/00039

Summary of Submission
Comment/Proposed Response.
framework for culture.
2. Call for the appointment of a designated Art Gallery Director
41 respondents advocated for this position to be reinstated.
In 2014 Council’s structure placed the
• Managing the size and value of
Directorship of the Gallery, Museum and
the collection.
Civic Theatre under a central position to
• One of Council's most valuable
bring greater operational cohesion, vision
assets
and governance.
• Skills in acquiring new work
• Council's sacking of the Director
Specialist staff lead these institutions,
will prove to be costly with lower
working in partnership with the Cultural
standards, lack of interest and
not understanding the benefits of Director. The call for a designated Gallery
Director was noted at the independently
culture and art
• Specialist arts knowledge (about facilitated Visual Arts stakeholder
consultation (one of 6 public consultations)
art and value) and contacts in
and the Strategy captures this call from
the art world
• Skills in presenting exhibitions of the community stating the desire for
increased Cultural leadership. However as
state and national significance
a staffing matter, the appointment of a
• Promote the exhibitions and
Gallery Director is beyond the scope of the
collections nationally
Cultural Strategy.
• Reputation of the Gallery is
damaged with the loss of the
Art Gallery audiences in the fiscal year
position and credibility
2014/15 did not fall significantly but rather
• Loss of networks, exhibitions (eg
increased 14.9%. Following this trend,
touring Archibald) and
audiences in the current fiscal are
benefaction
increasing.
• Strongly called for at the visual
arts stakeholder's consultation
forum
• Fundraising and securing
donations and benefactions
• Over 80% of the collection is
from benefaction
• Labor councillors rate increase
could cover the cost of the
Director
• The time required to acquire
works (by donation) and financial
support for the gallery is more
than a general Cultural Director
can give
• The value of works achieved by
donation would be more that the
cost of a Gallery Director's
position.
• Reputation, related to the
Director, attracts local support,
prestigious travelling exhibitions
and the offer of government
funding

Loss of audience
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Reference

5450675
5479318
5481882
5481883
5481884
5481885
5481886
5481880
5481889
5482421
5483328
5484328
5483325
5484826
5485426
5493660
CF2015/00038
CF2015/00036
5491091
5489582
5489266
CF2015/00037
5485425
OT2015/00007
OT2015/00010
CF2015/00001
CF2015/00002
CF2015/00013
CF2015/00014
CF2015/00015
CF2015/00019
CF2015/00024
CF2015/00026
CF2015/00029
CF2015/00039

5481880

Summary of Submission

Comment/Proposed Response.

3. Support for the redevelopment of the Newcastle Art Gallery.
35 respondents supported this action.
The Cultural Strategy includes an action to
• Increased exhibition space
means more of the collection can establish a plan and funding model in
2016 with subsequent actions to be
be shown
determined by a business plan.
• Better space to attract touring
paid exhibitions
EDIT: change 'business plan' to 'feasibility
• Education/theatre space is
study' (p 19).
needed
• More/better on-site storage and
A feasibility study is required which
loading dock facilities are
includes identification of funding. The
required
project is currently unfunded.
• Gallery lacks the basic 21st
century requirements for large
We acknowledge that a redeveloped
scale exhibitions
gallery would include the many benefits
• The redevelopment is already
and needs the respondents noted.
designed, costed, has a
business plan, is DA approved
and ready to implement.
Respondents are asking for
detail around funding sources.
There was a funding model
previously.
• Gallery lacks a coffee shop and
cloak room
• Contributes to Newcastle's
tourist offerings and leverage
greater tourism spending and
visitation
• Strongly called for at the visual
arts stakeholder's consultation
forum
• Present the economic and
tourism benefits to the
community in order to get wider
support
• Restore the Gallery as a major
cultural icon of the city
• Facilities for volunteers are
needed
• A redeveloped Art Gallery will be
a cultural tourism destination.
• Leadership from Council
includes a commitment to the
redevelopment of the Newcastle
Art Gallery with federal and state
funding
4. Tourism and Economic Development
Three submissions noted matters relating to Tourism and Economic
Development.
A designated and staffed Visitor
The letter will be supplied to the Manager,
Information Centre is needed in the
Tourism and Economic Development.
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Reference

5484328
5490862

5467353

5481880

5481883

5493662

CF2015/00024

Summary of Submission
Comment/Proposed Response.
CBD with exhibition space, coffee
bar, meeting room in either the mall
or the old Post Office.
Include Newcastle Art Gallery in the
EDIT: Add Gallery to tourism actions
cultural tourism section.
(p 20).
Urge greater emphasis on digital
Digital platforms are a priority area of the
emerging arts (multi-media,
strategy.
interactive, gaming, mobile
platforms, holographic and audience
responsive forms) along with
industry specific business
opportunities.
5. Funding
Six respondents raised funding matters:
Provision of more funding to arts
Council currently delivers funding
projects and leadership is critical.
programs targeted to external programs
and events including the Economic
Sponsorship Program, Community
Assistance Program, Events Sponsorship
Program and Make Your Place. The
Cultural Strategy aims to set policy
direction, and identifies leadership at that
level. The Strategy states a commitment
to local artists and practitioners. Any
further funding would need to be sourced
through existing resources.
Suggests 'National Trust Heritage
Council’s support of events needs to be
Week Festival' and 'Hit the Bricks' as transparent through the adopted
events for Council to support.
Community Assistance Program and
adopted sponsorship programs. Groups
are invited to apply through a competitive
process.
Appreciation for Council's support of Noted.
TINA and Newcastle Writers Festival
is expressed.
Streamline and make consistent
Actions will be determined by the review of
access to support and resources'.
the use of spaces. Funding support for
'Review access and use of
the operations of arts organisations are
community halls and public space for not within current budget allocations.
arts and culture to determine
Other financial support can be sought
whether there is greater potential to
through Council's Community Assistance
support cultural practitioners and
Program, Events Sponsorship and
creative entrepreneurs'.
Economic Development sponsorship.
Respondent wants this broadened to From 2017 the strategy notes the
include supporting operations of
implementation of up to five programming
existing arts organisations that do
partnerships based on an expression of
not have a home.
interest process. Policy and details to be
designed in 2016.
Requests that Council restore its
There is no budget allocation relating to
financial support for the Newcastle
this project in the current budget. The
Emerging Artist Prize (ended 2012). Community Assistance Program and the
Sponsorship programs are available to
competitively apply for financial support.

5

Reference

Summary of Submission

CF2015/00027

Acknowledges the statement around
a sustained lack of funding.
Octapod stated it has been asked
about Council support of Octapod
from State and Federal funders.
6. Comments on the Consultation process.
Workshop participants were assured All consultations were considered. The
that all collective recommendations
resultant actions in the strategy were
would go forward.
determined by priorities identified across
all consultations, considering current
resources.
Support expressed for the extent
Noted.
and thoroughness of the
consultations
7. Staffing responses
Five respondents identified staffing requirements in their submissions.
Three people stated that the
Staff structure is not within the scope of
Museum and Civic Theatre should
the Cultural Strategy.
have designated Directors as well as
the Art Gallery.
In 2014 Council’s structure placed the
Directorship of the Gallery, Museum and
Civic Theatre under a central position to
bring greater operational cohesion, vision
and governance. Specialist staff lead
these institutions, working in partnership
with the Cultural Director.
Two submissions related to
It should be noted Council has a
Aboriginal employment.
Aboriginal Employment Strategy.

5456001

CF2015/00024

5479318
5481886
CF2015/00001

StP2015/00008
CF2015/00022

Comment/Proposed Response.
From 2017 the strategy notes the
implementation of up to five programming
partnerships based on an expression of
interest process. Policy and details to be
designed in 2016.
Noted.

A 'targeted position' for an Aboriginal
person to be employed in cultural
programs should be included.

5467353

The Strategy includes an action to
establish a Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander reference group to increase
engagement with this community.

Three positions targeted to
Aboriginal people are proposed, one
at the Museum, Library and one
across the Gallery and Civic
Theatre. Responsibilities for each
position are included in the
submission.
8. Focus on young people
Six respondents addressed matters related to actions for young people.
Newcastle Writers Festival offers its
Note the strategic alignment within the
support in the key area of
Cultural Strategy and the goals of NWF.
programming aimed at young people
(16-30), a three year programming
partnership with annual deliverables,
building cultural tourism and

6

Reference
5493662

Summary of Submission
assisting with digital platforms.
'Increase focus on young people 1630', 'Actively invest in programming
and communications targeted to
young people'. What form will
investment take? Grants program for
emerging artists? Will investment be
targeted to ensure young people
who are disadvantaged and/or
marginalised are included?

StP2015/00003

Request reduced ticket prices for
students and young people are
available, even though not practicing
in or studying arts.

OT2015/00007

Suggest an Action is amended to
"Actively invest in programming and
communications targeted to young
people, and increase access
opportunities via ticketed
programming at reduced costs".
Newcastle Art Gallery Youth
reference group is endorsed.

CF2015/00024

CF2015/00027

5479318

Comment/Proposed Response.
Investment in the focus on young people
will include:
• Targeted suite of educational
programs at the Newcastle Art Gallery,
Newcastle Museum and Newcastle
Region Library.
• Programming balance for breadth of
audience demographics
• Establishment of a Newcastle Art
Gallery Youth Reference Group (2016)
• Establishment of a mentoring and
professional practice program across
cultural institutions (2017)
• Establishing a program for tertiary
students in cultural disciplines and
professional practitioners to view
ticketed programming at discount
prices.
Other Council investment includes the
facilitation of the Youth Council which
manages a small grants program for Youth
Week, engages with young people and
partners with other agencies for program
delivery.
Current ticketing for young people in some
form of education (student concession) is
at reduced costs. This will be maintained.
An estimated 16 shows per annum are
within the Civic season, where Council is
the presenter and therefore has some
discretion over ticketing. All other shows
are presented by venue hirers who set
ticket prices.
Amendment suggestion not included as it
limits the broad nature of programming
and communications. The action as stated
in the Cultural Strategy is aimed at
supporting professional development of
practitioners.
Noted. The Youth Council is facilitated by
a Council officer and meets bi-monthly.

The focus on young people is
especially important given the
closure of the Loft Youth Venue.
Recommends working with Octapod Noted.
to support youth led arts and cultural
activities.
9. Newcastle Art Gallery related submissions
11 of the responses included additional comments relating to the Gallery.
Agrees to the priority to increase
Noted.
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Reference

5481882
5481886

5493659
CF2015/00037
5493660

OT2015/00007

CF2015/00003

CF2015/00008

CF2015/00026

5456436

Summary of Submission
access to Newcastle Art Gallery
collection.
Two submissions noted that
Newcastle has not hosted the
Archibald exhibition for two years
and links no designated Gallery
Director for this outcome.

The call for an Art Gallery Director is
missing from the consultation
summary.
The Cultural Strategy should note
the difference between Newcastle
Art Gallery and exhibition spaces for
works by local emerging artists:
emerging, amateur and hobby
painters.
Newcastle holds three of the four
Lycett oil paintings. The fourth
should be purchased.
Increased funding should be
requested from AGNSW for the
Gallery as an off-site extension.
Recent plans for the Gallery
expansion are compromised and
should be discarded to plan for a
larger expansion, which could be at
a new site, or into the adjoining
Cultural Centre.
A Gallery Director should be
reinstated. However, a Cultural
Director can interface with Council,
liaise with sponsors etc, allowing
gallery staff to organise exhibitions,
manage the collection and interact
with artists. This current situation
demonstrates high professional
standards and respect from other
institutions, especially the senior
curator role being well filled.

Comment/Proposed Response.

The scheduling of the Archibald is
unrelated to the Gallery Director’s position,
as it is allocated to galleries on a rotational
basis. Responsibility for touring the
Archibald has moved from M&G NSW to
AGNSW. This, as well as a change to the
exhibition schedule by AGNSW, has
delayed confirmation of timeframes.
The call for cultural leadership is noted in
the summary of consultation.
Newcastle Art Gallery is differentiated by
its acknowledgement as a cultural
institution.

The fourth Lycett is held by the Art Gallery
of NSW and not available for purchase.
Funding options are to be explored as part
of the redevelopment feasibility study.
AGNSW is not a funding body.
The feasibility study will review of existing
documents and plans.

Observations about the current operations
of the Gallery are noted.

Calls for Newcastle Art Gallery to be
central in the future strategic cultural
policy.

The Art Gallery is a central and key
element of the cultural policy. The
Newcastle Art Gallery planning will
respond to the Cultural Strategy with
specific applications by and for the gallery.

Adopting a 'whole of region'
approach with Newcastle leading
this may assist in the viability of
regional galleries such as Cessnock.

A regional approach by Newcastle is
evident in the museums and societies
network across the Hunter. Discussions
relating to collaborations across Hunter
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Reference

OT2015/00007

StP2015/00004

CF2015/00034

CF2015/00024

5493662

5490862
OT2015/00007
CF2015/00020
CF2015/00024

CF2015/00027

Summary of Submission

Comment/Proposed Response.
institutions have commenced.
Noted. The Gallery employs a curator with
these skills and expertise.

The respondent wrote that the
Curator is to link and interpret art
history, art works and provide
education
10. Performing Arts related submissions
Four respondents raised matters that point to a lack of acknowledgement for the
performing arts.
Dance is not specifically mentioned. Culture, artists and works are broadly
used to encompass all art forms including
dance.
There is a gap in the policy with
The Cultural Strategy promotes building
regard to Performing Arts to promote cultural activity in Newcastle across all art
avenues for working locally.
forms which should result in increased
avenues for employment.
Civic Theatre and Playhouse should Within current resources, the Civic Theatre
be generating product and have a
and Playhouse do not have the capacity to
distinct strategy for this.
be a producer within the term of this
strategy.
Suggest greater acknowledgement
Noted.
of the value of live performance and
theatre, and noting these as art
forms.
Endorse the observation about a
Noted.
lack of rehearsal space and
contemporary performance space.
Also notes that the situation will
worsen when NCAC vacates the
premises (in Dec 2016) which
Council sold as it included a 'black
box' space.
11. Support for the inclusion of Council advocating to Urban Growth for the
inclusion of an arts space in their development plans for the city.
Six respondents acknowledged and supported this action.
Pleased to see advocacy to Urban
Noted.
Growth for the inclusion of an arts
space in the development plans for
the city.
Support for an arts centre as part of
Noted.
the CBD revitalisation.
Support the advocacy to Urban
Growth for the inclusion of an arts
space. NCAC comments that it has
initiated discussions with Urban
Growth (since August 2014) and
wishes to proceed in partnership
with Council based on a vision and
proposal for Newcastle Railway
Station that NCAC has developed.
NCAC has a meeting scheduled with
Cr Nuatali Nelmes to discuss this.
Support advocating to Urban Growth

9

Noted.

Noted.

Reference

OT2015/00007
CF2015/00003

CF2015/00016

CF2015/00024

5493662

5489584

CF2015/00034

CF2015/00017

5490862

5467353

Summary of Submission
Comment/Proposed Response.
for an arts space as Octapod is
seeking secure and long term
accommodation.
12. Submissions relating to re-establishing the public art program.
Four respondents supported the actions.
The public art program should be
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council on 27
guided by an independent panel with October, Council resolved to reconstitute a
a range of stakeholders.
Public Art Committee. Four Councillors
were appointed to work with Council Staff
to establish a new constitution for the
Committee.
Suggests art should be a
The Newcastle City Centre Development
requirement in all public spaces and Control Plan (Part 6.01) contains provision
buildings when they are being
for public art.
designed.
Supports the re-establishment of the Noted.
public art program and recommends
a sculpture walk between Nobby's
and Linwood.
13. Submissions relating to ‘local stories’
Five respondents highlighted some limitations around actions for ‘local stories’
Expose local stories through cultural 1. Edit - (p 19) Strategy: Expose local
programming
stories, both historic and contemporary,
through cultural programming and build
Newcastle's cultural identity.
The emphasis on local stories lacks
Noted. Edit - (p 19) Telling local stories,
maturity as a city. The strategy
and stories developed by locals, are
should encourage stories without the desired by both the community and
constraint of 'the local', but speak of
visitors. They are a point of difference for
worldly matters. Local artists should the city. We note that local stories are not
be encouraged to tell their stories,
being presented exclusively, and a mix of
whatever they may be and whatever cultural product is essential.
they may be about.
States the use of "local stories" is
As above. Noted.
narrow, and recommends that "local
story-tellers" are supported more in
the strategy.
The focus on 'local stories' could be
As above. Noted.
interpreted as only stories about
Newcastle whereas support for local
storytellers would be a greater
priority.
Urges a stronger emphasis on
This is the mandate for Newcastle
maritime history (p9) with the role of Maritime Centre.
shipping, shipbuilding and trade.
Urges emphasis on stories about
Noted.
including the role of women and the
working classes
14. Other points to note from respondents:
Newcastle Writers Festival (NWF) is NWF currently has Events Sponsorship
interested in digital platforms and the funding from NCC. Potential to enhance
need to increase collaboration with
the involvement of local writers and artists
local artists and practitioners.
and explore digital opportunities for the
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Reference

5481880

5493660

Summary of Submission
Corrections to be made: Page 16
(remove apostrophe from 'Writers'
and correct spelling of Milsom)
Newcastle to welcome artists and
have work and presentation spaces.
Also notes private sector has a role
in this.
Supports the importance of both
community/smaller arts
organisations and the larger cultural
institutions.
Previous NCC strategies referenced
a Cultural Precinct (Newcastle
Regional Library, Newcastle Art
Gallery, Civic Park, City Hall,
Wheeler Place, Newcastle Museum).
Will this concept be maintained?
The investment in improved digital
platforms is positive.
The increase in 'support for local for,
and engagement with local artists…'
is admirable but there are outlets for
their work via commercial galleries in
Newcastle, Sydney and beyond.

5493661

5493662

The 'increased cultural leadership
from Council' is important as it can
bring together people with different
life-views, art community and
business/commercial world.
Respondent notes the opportunity
for the Creative Industries initiative
at the University of Newcastle
presents synergistic opportunities for
Council and the arts community to
enhance professionalism.
Request to have more detail about
how Council will achieve strategies
and actions. This includes: adding a
resource column for each action,
identify criteria to measure success,
demonstrate how reporting /
monitoring / evaluation will be
included.
There is alignment between Tantrum
Youth Arts strategies and Council's

11

Comment/Proposed Response.
event in 2016 and beyond is noted.
EDIT: Page 16 (remove apostrophe from
'Writers' and correct spelling of Milsom)
Noted. Actions to address these are in the
draft strategy.

Noted.

Draft Civic and Cultural Master Plan
(2003) proposed the Cultural Precinct and
included significant changes in
infrastructure. The institutions the
respondent listed are in a locality that
forms a precinct however this term isn’t
used.
Noted.
The term 'artists' in this sense is broader
and includes musicians, performing artists,
digital artists, multi-disciplinary artists,
literary artists as well as visual artists. In
that sense, there is a need for better
support and engagement beyond
commercial galleries or outlets. With
respect to the visual artists, institutional
galleries such as Newcastle Art Gallery
play a different role to that of commercial
galleries.
Collaborative practices are featured in the
draft Cultural Strategy. Comment is noted.

Plans for each institution will detail the
required resources, measurable
outcomes, action specifics and reporting
regimes. This will come with the
implementation of the Cultural Strategy.

Noted.

Reference

5490862

OT2015/00007

Summary of Submission
as articulated.
"increase connection between
institutions…' / 'present one
collaborative cross institution project
per year commencing 2017.
Requests broadening this to other
organisations.
'Establish five programming
partnerships of three year terms with
key programming deliverables'.
Respondent is supportive but asks if
resourcing will be provided, what
criteria will be used to determine
partnerships.
'Increase support for and
engagement of local artists…' and
'streamline and make consistent
access to support and resources'.
Respondent seeks identified
resourcing noted.
Endorse recognising and engaging
with indigenous artists.
Endorse correlating Newcastle 2030:
Community Strategic Plan
objectives.
Strongly support the actions of
establishing a digital strategy, a
Smart City initiative, a focus on local
stories and re-establishing a public
art program and in particular smart
lighting of assets.
A 'place' or walk to bring
reconciliation and revitalisation
together is needed, with Urban
Growth and Hunter Development
Corp as holders of public land.

There is no mention of the
entertainment / exhibition centre as
promised by Labor.
Call for cooperation with public and
independent facilities.

Audit the cultural collections to
identify gaps.
Endorses the plan to increase
access to collections. This should
include the Maritime Centre's
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Comment/Proposed Response.
Engaging local artists and organisations to
present will be determined as part of the
planning for these projects.

This action is subject to the development
of a policy for partnerships and an
expression of interest process for
commencement in 2017. Resourcing will
be within current staffing and budget
allocations. Criteria is yet to be
determined.
These actions relate to better and more
transparent processes for Council to work
with local artists. They will be met through
existing staffing resources. Another action
for design in 2016 and implementation in
2017 is to implement a resource sharing
program, with detail yet to be defined.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

An action to secure necessary
partnerships and explore sites is included.
This requires a business plan to work
through site, content, funding, partners
and timeframes. An Aboriginal Advisory
Group is also to be established which will
provide input.
This centre was not raised during the
consultations.
Collaboration with artists, practitioners and
young people are identified priorities. This
will include the public and independent
facilities that support these people.
Collaboration with local artists and
practitioners is a priority.
This is part of the ongoing operations and
management of collections by curators.
Newcastle Maritime Centre directs its
exhibitions and public programming.

Reference

OT2015/00010

StP2015/00008

CF2015/00003

CF2015/00008

Summary of Submission
collection.
Better signage at council owned
facilities (city-wide eg: car parks)
Endorses increased engagement
with local galleries, artists and
performers
Will there be changes to the
acquisition policy if there is a focus
on local stories?

Support initiatives aimed at
supporting local artists and wider
engagement with the sector,
government, community groups,
educational institutions and
businesses.
Support the recognition of
Indigenous cultural heritage
Support strategies aimed at
contemporary collaborations.
Raise governance and structural
issues with the proposed Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Reference
Group. The Guraki Committee (a
strategic committee of Council made
up of community leaders) is a
community leadership group.
Recommends the Reference Group
is under the auspices of Guraki,
which also directs the process for
engagement of the proposed
advisor.
Call for Council to support the
relocation of the Newcastle
Community Arts Centre, as it fosters
local artists and art classes.
Newcastle has a long history of
Indigenous Culture that is largely
underrepresented in the cultural
identity of the city. The Wollotuka
Institute has cultural standards to
"inform the Institute's relationships
with students, the community and
the University". It should not be
overlooked.
The Uni of Newcastle's Natural
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Comment/Proposed Response.
Noted.
Noted.

The acquisition policy will be reviewed as
standard process. There are no plans to
change areas of acquisition. Newcastle Art
Gallery acquires work within four key
areas including Works of Art pertaining to
Newcastle and the Hunter Region; and
Works of Art by outstanding artists
associated with Newcastle and the Hunter
Region.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Edit - (p 20) to clarify the role of the
Reference Group is specific to Cultural
programming.

The Reference Group is not proposed as a
sub-committee or working group of Guraki.
Its specialist role requires it to be nimble
and practitioner-led. Guraki will however
be kept informed and consulted with on
establishment.
Noted.

A Director of the Wollotuka Institute was
consulted individually with an outcome
being actions in the draft strategy. Plans
for an Aboriginal Reference Group are
aimed at better representing Aboriginal
culture.

Council values this involvement.

Reference

CF2015/00016

CF2015/00017
CF2015/00020

Summary of Submission
History Illustration program works
with Newcastle Museum and Library.
Digitisation of the collections is
critical for being more widely
available for research.
Suggest greater acknowledgement
of the extent of the NFP sector (eg:
Newcastle Creative Embroiderers &
Textile Artists), Back to Back
Galleries, Newcastle Studio Potters,
Newcastle Art Space and Newcastle
Community Arts Centre).
Endorse the proposed programming
partnerships of three year terms.
Support the incorporation of local
indigenous cultural heritage.
Note simple and effective
presentation of statistics.
Note the sustainability of small to
medium arts organisations is vital.
The linkages with Council as
proposed will demonstrate
appreciation of the role this sector
plays in cultural diversity.
Support for the identified priorities.
Request to edit quote by the
respondent.

Detail sought about what 'leverage
Creative City newsletter' means.
Possible print media?
Support the strategy, especially in
relation to growing the city's identity
via its collections, programming
partnerships and including
expansion of the gallery.
Suggest the permanent display of
Aboriginal history in the Museum is
also a 'living' space, where
performance and storytelling can
occur.
The proposed 2020 major event
could be the catalyst for bringing
together arts events, and can
strategically use programming
partnerships for the production of
new work.
Question what percentage of the
'sale' of the railway corridor will be
returned to the community as
cultural and recreation space.
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Comment/Proposed Response.

Noted.

Acknowledgement of these and many
other unnamed arts organisations are
included in the broad references in the
actions for ‘small to medium not-for-profit
arts and cultural organisations’, ‘artists’,
‘practitioners’ and ‘local cultural industry’.
It’s not feasible to list all local
organisations individually.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Edit. (p 15) "Open the doors and let
people see behind the scenes, this will
help the community to feel proud of its
collections"
It is anticipated the newsletter’s reach and
content will be expanded. A print version
is not planned for at this stage.
Noted.

Public programming will support the
exhibition display and contribute to
keeping the space 'living'.

Noted.

This matter is beyond the scope of the
cultural strategy.

Reference

CF2015/00023

CF2015/00024

Summary of Submission
Support the increase in support for
and engagement with local artists,
thinkers etc as this will create an
environment that further encourages
creativity and innovation.
Support reviewing and streamlining
Council's support, resources and
processes are welcome.
Support the emphasis on partnership
and collaboration, audience
engagement, digitisation and the
potential of cultural tourism.
Note the creative industries as
drivers of economic development as
well as building social and cultural
value.
Note current Uni of Newcastle
research shows the creative
industries are increasingly important
with a vibrant and skilled workforce.
Support the 'background' discussion
and focus on partnerships, audience
engagement and supporting artists
and practitioners. Importance of
culture for well-being, economic,
educational and tourism purposes.
Recommend edits to 'Newcastle's
Culture' section:
•

List newer institutions including
Hunter Design School,
Pumphouse School of Design
plus Newcastle Studio Potters
and Newcastle Printmakers
Workshop. Add Newcastle
Community Arts Centre as part
of the small to medium NFP arts
sector.
• There are a number of coop/profit share companies such
as Stooged Theatre, The popular
Theatre Company and Stray
Dogs. Also TAFE's Regional
Institute of Performing Arts
(RIPA)
• Add film as it is a regional
strength.
Add some contemporary 'success
stories' (Nigel Milsom - Archibald
winner, Firekites, Mojo Juju, Grace
Turner).
The stated "urgency in the call for
increased support and linkages with
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Comment/Proposed Response.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted. We acknowledge there are many
organisations contributing to training and
development of practitioners and cultural
work. It’s not feasible to list all local
organisations individually.

The premise of the paragraph is about the
reputation of the city. EDIT: (p 9) to
include Nigel Milsom in the list of artists.
We note and acknowledge the past
actions.

Reference

Summary of Submission
Council" is endorsed. NCAC reflects
that its experience with Council in
2014 regarding the sale of the
property was closed, was not
accountable or respectful in dealing
with the arts sector, was lacking in
communication and the impending
tender of the site was advised to
NCAC by a third party.
NCAC regrets this strategy was not
in place when the decision to put the
premises out to tender, as they
might have expected respectful and
timely communication, especially in
notice to sell the property, an
opportunity to discuss the process
and timeline for the sale and
assistance with securing alternative
premises.
Recommend adding to the 10 Year
Visions for Culture to include
attracting and retaining artists
through sustainable creative
opportunities.

CF2015/00025

CF2015/00027

Support the digital strategy and
recommends that it is promoted to
existing and potential users of the
collections.
Endorse the ongoing commitment by
Council in support of the Guraki
Aboriginal Advisory Committee
Octapod would welcome working
with Council for mutually beneficial
projects.
Recommend Council has a role in
building capacity in the creative
sector and specifically arts
organisations. This includes
providing funding support for
initiatives that build capacity of the
creative sector.

To address lack of awareness of
Council's programs, urge Council to
adopt Culture Hunter
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Comment/Proposed Response.

Edit (p 17) - Add creative business activity
to "Newcastle continuing its history of
seeding and supporting artists and
practitioners that influence creative
practice, benefit the community and
contribute to innovation, creative business
activity and new ideas."
The strategy scope is yet to be
determined, however, the Gallery’s
collection will form one focus.
Noted.

Noted.

The Cultural Strategy aims to create better
support for the creative sector which
includes cultural organisations. Funding
programs for external projects and events
include the Economic Development
Sponsorship Program, Community
Assistance Program, Events Sponsorship
Program and Make Your Place. The
proposed programming partnerships will
provide opportunities for working with
Council in presenting cultural product. All
of this contributes to the growing of
capacity within the creative sector.
Noted. Cultural Facilities has a designated
Communications Officer who will be
reviewing communication strategies. This

Reference

Summary of Submission
www.culturehunter.org as the central
online arts directory and information
hub. This also expands on Council
embracing digital platforms.
Sector development is crucial to
'Newcastle being a vibrant society…'
and Council's support of strategic
initiatives that build the capacity of
arts organisations needs to be part
of the planned actions. This also
contributes to 'support for and
engagement with local artists,
innovative thinkers, academic
creative and cultural practitioners'.
Note TINA festival makes a
significant contribution to '…seeding
and supporting artists…and
contribute to innovation to innovation
and new ideas' and seeks Council's
support for this event. TINA
contributes to the Destination
Management Plan and economic
development for the city. TINA
would welcome financial support
from Council to grow the profile of
the event.
Recommend Council works with
Octapod to diversify public programs
through TINA and the engagement
of local artists.
Octapod is interested in contributing
to the planning for a major
community cultural event.
Octapod shares online resources in
a section within Culture Hunter and
seeks to work with Council to
expand this.
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Comment/Proposed Response.
will include looking at Culture Hunter.

Capacity building is not a specific action
within the cultural strategy however, it will
be a secondary outcome for many of the
proposed actions relating to working with
local artists and practitioners. The cultural
strategy is a broad document both by and
for the sector. Once developed, Octopod
can consider guidelines for programming
partnerships, for implementation in 2017.
We acknowledge the success of TINA in
attracting artists, visitation and profile for
Newcastle. Financial support from Council
needs to be sought via the competitive
grants programs in place, being, Economic
Development Sponsorship, Community
Assistance Program, and Events
Sponsorship Program.

We note there is a track record of
collaboration between TINA and Council.

Noted.

Noted.

